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ask the pros

advice on designing the perfect home

THIS SPECIAL PROMOTIONAL SECTION gives businesses
an opportunity to communicate with consumers, influence readers and
share their expertise.
Inside see the sold out Ask the Pros section from our April/May issue.
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TIMELY TRANSITION
How can I incorporate modern touches into a traditional or
transitional space?

odernizing a traditional room is easy to do! Lighting, paint,
wallpaper and accessories are important design elements that can
transform a room. Incorporating dramatic modern lighting — such as a
chandelier, lamps and sconces — is also essential when trying to revive a
traditional space. Choose a high-gloss paint for the ceiling in a color that
contrasts with the trim work to create a “wow” factor. Textured and/or
patterned wall covering is another a sure way to transition a room. Also
try mixing materials such as glass, stone and metals and different textures.
The proper placement of a few contemporary accessories is the finishing
touch to making a traditional space fabulous, modern and fresh!

M

— danielle PalmadeSSa, drP interiorS, Franklin lakeS

A modern linear chandelier and the buffet lamps mix glass and metal and
beautifully illuminate the high-gloss navy ceiling. Textured navy grass-cloth
wall covering with metal rivets adds warmth and modernity to the
otherwise traditional room. Finishing touches include sepia print
photography, an oversized but minimalist mirror with a textured metal
frame and modern glass hurricane lamps with candles.

PHOTO BY ANNIE VANACORE

COURTESY OF GARDEN COTTAGE

TEAK FURNITURE
Why is teak so great for outdoor furniture?

eak is valuable both for its elegance and its durability.
In addition to its natural beauty, teak has an abundance of
natural oils and rubber locked into its tight grain. Unlike other
woods, teak contains its oils and rubber even after being cut and
processed. The oils and rubber weatherproof the teak and protect
it from dry rot, a common problem in outdoor furniture
produced from other species of wood. As teak weathers over time
it transforms from honey brown to a beautiful silver gray. Teak
furniture may be left outside year round without any furniture
covers. Like anything left outside it needs cleaning now and then
but will last for years to come.

T

— Sarah Conine, Garden CottaGe, FairField

Featuring CO9 Design Outdoor furniture made from teak and
synthetic wicker, available at Garden Cottage.
SEE AD ON PAGE 54
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SIMPLY SHADES
Are motorized shades complicated?

hey don't have to be. For a simple solution, we recommend
Hunter Douglas Powerview Shades, which can be operated
with a battery wand that holds 12 AA alkaline batteries. We
install the shades and when the batteries run down, you simply
unclip the battery wand from the back of the shade, replace
the batteries and you are back in business!
If you never want to change batteries, you can power the shades
with an 18V Power Supply plugged into a nearby outlet. Hardwire
is always an option, but its easier to configure with new construction than to retrofit an existing home.

T

— Bruce Heyman, metropolitan WindoW FasHions, nortH plainField,
paramus, and neW york city

All Powerview Motorized Shades are on sale now at Metropolitan
Window Fashions. Contact us for a free in-home decorating
consultation.

HUNTER DOUGLAS QUARTETTE

COURTESY OF LEHMANN POOLS & SPAS

CHOOSING COLORS
How should i go about choosing the color for the interior of a
swimming pool?

he interior color of your pool is a very personal choice.
You can go from a white finish, which gives the water a light
blue color that most people describe as “clean and inviting,” to a
black interior finish that gives the water a dark and reflective
appearance. The most popular interior color for pools in the past
couple of years has been gray, which gives the water a rich medium
blue appearance.
Pool companies can show you samples and photos, but the best
way to choose a color is to actually visit swimming pools and choose
the ones you like best. We always take our customers to see a few
pools for finish ideas. Ask your contractor to arrange this for you.
You will be happy you did.

T

— daria Giardelli, leHmann pools & spas, maHWaH

The water in a swimming pool can look anywhere from light to dark
blue, depending on the interior finish of the pool. The best way to
choose is to visit different pools and choose your favorite color.
SEE AD ON PAGE 6
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SELECTING STONE
What are the most important factors when choosing stone for the
outside of a home?

hen choosing natural stone veneer for your home, it’s important
to decide carefully. First, see it in person because computer
monitors can alter the true look of natural stone. Choose stone that is
free of mineral defects to minimize discoloration. Also consider how
the color, texture and size of the stone you choose will relate to the
architectural style of your home. In addition, think about how it will
blend with the neighborhood so it shows to the best advantage.

W

— Kristin BusiK-Hollander, delaware Quarries, new Hope, pennsylvania

Carefully chosen and properly installed stone veneer will add elegance and
beauty to your home and increase its sense of permanence.
SEE AD ON INSIDE BACK COVER

COURTESY OF DELAWARE QUARRIES

COURTESY OF WINDOWS AND DOORS

HOW TO CHOOSE AN ENTRY DOOR
Why should you speak with an expert when selecting your entry door?

s with any construction project, you should always take full advantage
of an experienced professional. When selecting a new entry door, the
first thing to consider is the amount of sun exposure. Is your door protected
with an overhang or is it in the sun?
Many of our clients who are building or renovating choose high-quality
fiberglass doors that come factory-stained and -sealed and look remarkably
like real wood. These doors have the same weight and feel of wood but perform like fiberglass. They are designed specifically for homes that either do
not have adequate overhang protection or for owners who do not want to
maintain a wood door. Most wood doors with little overhang will require regular maintenance at a minimum and may not be covered under a warranty.
Other important considerations when buying a door include the material,
size, design, amount of glass, and decorative door hardware. An experienced
professional can help you with these decisions, plus you will be assured you
can enjoy your door for many years to come. Make an appointment today
and we will help you choose a door that suits your style and your budget!

A

— tom pateman, windows and doors inc., pompton plains

Professionals will help you make the best decisions when choosing an entry door.
SEE AD ON PAGE 61
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MEETING NEEDS, ENHANCING YOUR SPACE
How do you determine what pool design is best suited
for my home?

e answer that by making recommendations for the design
and placement of your pool based on our 30 years of
experience and a combination of your family’s needs, the layout
of your yard and how the pool will best enhance the beauty of
your space. At Nicholas Pools, we strive to meet the needs and
expectations of our clients by seeking innovative design
solutions that enhance the lifestyle and value inherent in the
homes of our customers. Because of this, Nicholas Pools offers a
custom designed Inground Pool or Swim Spa package for every
backyard living environment.

W

— Theodora Sergiou, NicholaS PoolS, TomS river

Your needs, the layout of your yard and how a pool will best enhance
the space all go into determining the best design.
COURTESY OF NICHOLAS POOLS

COURTESY OF PHANTOM SCREENS

ENJOYING THE OUTDOOR EXPERIENCE
How can I maximize the use of my outdoor space to have outdoor
living with indoor comfort?

ncorporating Phantom Screens will maximize the use of your space
and give you outdoor living with indoor comfort. Phantom Screens
are a stylish and sophisticated product created with your aesthetic,
lifestyle and functional needs in mind. The motorized retractable
screens appear at the touch of a button and retract when you don’t
need them. Custom made and professionally installed, the screens
enable you to control unwanted pests, sun glare and privacy. In cooler
temperatures, you can block out the elements by using clear vinyl,
extending the season of your outdoor living space.

I

— Tim varricchio, PhaNTom ScreeNS, freehold

Phantom Screens will enhance outdoor living and even extend the season
for enjoying your outdoor space.
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A COHESIVE APPROACH TO PROJECTS
Should I hire a single contractor to build my swimming pool and the
entire backyard space, or should I hire several different ones?

lthough backyards can have many components—such as a pool,
spa, deck, fire pit, fireplace, patio, fountain, kitchen, lawn, play
areas and landscaping—savvy homeowners avoid a piecemeal approach
to building them. It’s best to hire a single, qualified contractor to
create and execute a unified vision that encompasses all elements of
your project. The payoff comes with seamless beauty, integrated
technology and a more functional, cohesive design for outdoor living.

A

— Ray Calvitti, Blue Haven Pools & sPas, MoRganville

Surrounded by a brick deck, this pool and spa feature accent boulders, rock
waterfall and two-sided swim-up bar that seamlessly integrate into a
pavilion-covered lounge area.
COURTESY OF BLUE HAVEN POOLS & SPAS

COURTESY OF MONMOUTH ST. TILE

TRENDS IN TILE
What is currently a popular trend in tiles?

ile is one of the most versatile and durable products available.
Tile of all kinds has become a useful design tool throughout
the home regardless of the design style. Whether it is stone for your
entryway, wood-inspired tiles that create a seamless transition from
indoor to outdoor living or even glass and metal accent tiles,
current trends show that tile can be used creatively in a variety of
places, not just in the kitchen and bathroom. For a contemporary
look, dimensional tile can make a bold statement, while textileinspired tweed- and linen-look tiles create a softer, more organic
look. No matter your individual taste or style, today’s tile options
are as endless as your imagination.

T

— avRa KaRaKoglou, MonMoutH st. tile, Red BanK and sea giRt

The variety of tile designs available today means you can find options
to suit any style trend.
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KITCHEN RENOVATION TIPS
What are three factors to consider to ensure that my kitchen will
still look good — not dated — 10 years from now?

o help ensure that your kitchen renovation stands the test of
time, the selections you make for your new kitchen should be
consistent with the style of the house — e.g., the materials and style
of the cabinets, countertops, architectural elements and other
accessories should blend with the total home design. Second,
consider refraining from the latest trend unless it’s exactly what
you’ve been dreaming of, and choose materials that will hold up
under the normal wear-and-tear of a kitchen so the space will always
look new. Finally, vibrant colors or bold patterns in foundational
elements such as cabinets, countertops, backsplash or flooring can
date a space very quickly — it’s best to keep those strong elements to
the fabric, paint and accessories, all of which can be easily
changed/updated later.

T

— Dolores sonia, Vice PresiDent, Kitchens & Baths at Bellari Design,
BranchBurg

A pop of color in the fabric of the shades combined with clean lines and
classic, neutral-colored foundational elements help ensure that this kitchen
will stand the test of time.

COURTESY OF BELLARI DESIGN, BRANCHBURG

COURTESY OF I. FROMKIN INTERIORS

SMALL SPACE, BIG STYLE
How can I make my small outdoor space chic and comfortable?

his outdoor space was a challenge because the owners wanted to
create a chic, modern sitting area to enjoy the view in a very
limited space. The design features weatherproof chairs chosen for their
contemporary and graphic design. The simplicity of the design is an
extension of the home’s interior space. It complements the interior
and does not obstruct the view from inside. Keeping the terrace
simple and uncluttered provides an outdoor respite that allows the
view to take the starring role.

T

— iVee FromKin, i. FromKin interiors, monmouth Beach

Simplicity of design keeps the attention on the commanding view from this
small terrace.
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POOL PLANNER
What’s the best way to plan for a swimming pool
in my backyard?

backyard swimming pool can be a place for fun, exercise and
relaxation, but before it gets to that point a lot of planning has to
take place, and professionals with a wide range of skills have to be
brought together to work their magic. To ease the process, first decide
what type of pool you would like: traditional, freeform, infinity edge,
etc. Also formulate your budget and think about any desired extras
such as sun shelves and swim-up bars. You’ll be farther ahead if you
choose a pool professional, such as Swim-Mor Pools and Spas, that
handles all of these functions in-house, from developing concepts to
drawing the final plan to installation. With no subcontractors
involved, we maintain control over the complete process and provide
all the advantages of a one-stop shop.

A

— Mike Mccool, SwiM-Mor PoolS and SPaS, Mount ePhraiM

A one-stop-shop pool company will handle everything from concept to
installation in-house, avoiding having to coordinate subcontractors.
SEE AD ON PAGE 43

COURTESY OF SWIM-MOR POOLS AND SPAS

COURTESY OF JOHN LEDERER

SHORE BUILDING POST SANDY WITH
JOHN LEDERER, RENOWNED ARCHITECT
How do you design homes today with new height requirements
resulting from Superstorm Sandy?

ur primary goal in the affected areas is to maintain the character
of the homes in those communities. With the living floors being
raised significantly to meet the new requirements, we try to detail
these new and renovated structures in a way that gives them some
relevance to the ground so they appear strongly rooted. If you look at
some of the houses that have been raised, they have lost that character;
we strive to overcome that.

O

— John lederer, architect, Bay head

Superstorm Sandy has changed the way shore homes are being designed
and built in New Jersey today. Understanding the intricacies of meeting
new regulations while still maintaining the character of the neighborhoods
is a primary goal for architect John Lederer.
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